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Kedves Versenyzők!
Elérkeztünk a 2015/16. évi Bábel – A 4 korszak angol nyelvi verseny 2.
fordulójához!
Kalauzotok továbbra is a korábbi fordulóban megismert család: az építész apuka,
Adalbert, biokémia kutató mama, Wilhelmina, bakfis korba lépett lányuk, Eufrozina,
és a kisöccse, Martin.
Míg tavaly Eufrozina különleges iránytűjének köszönhetően a 4 égtáj épített és
természeti csodáival ismerkedhetett meg a család és a versenyzők, idén Martin
kotnyeleskedő csínytevéseinek köszönhető a kalandos időutazás.
A kis család derűsen töprengve ült a tengerparton.
„Mennyi érdekeset láttunk!” szólt Wilhelmina.
„Igen. Stonehenge… És a világ 7 csodája…! Jó, hogy erre játunk…”
tűnődött Adalbert.
Martin és Eufrozina eközben az időgépet szemlélgették.
„Nézd, Eufrozi, ezt a kallantyút eddig nem is vettem észre! Mi lenne,
ha kihúznám?”
„Jaj Martin, neee!”
A következő pillanatban Martin, Eufrozina, Adalbert és Wilhelmina egészen más tájon,
más időben találták magukat.
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Task 1 Black Death - NEWSPAPER REPORT

10p/ __

Look at the Power Point Presentation about the Black Death then imagine that you live
in a town or village in the Middle Ages.
Write a newspaper front page reporting the causes and effects of the Black Death on
your town. Attach this to your test.
Suggestions:
1. Make up a suitable name for your paper ) You'll need a dramatic headline - e.g. The Black Death
Strikes Crewe!
2. Don’t forget—a newspaper is printed in columns.
3. Who has been struck down? The Mayor? The Head teacher? Your best friend?
4. What are the symptoms (signs) to look out for?
5. What do people or doctors think caused the disease? (Remember people in the Middle Ages did
not know it was caused by bacteria which were carried by fleas living on Black Rats)
6. How many people have died?
7. What are people saying or doing to get away?
8. What do you think might happen to the land if most people die?
9. How might survivors benefit?
10. You'll need pictures 

Task 2 Black Death

10p/__

Watch the video on TEDed then complete the sentences:
http://ed.ted.com/lessons/the-past-present-and-future-of-thebubonic-plague-sharon-n-dewitte

1. Imagine if half the people in your neighbourhood, your city, or even your whole country were ______________________.It might sound like something out of an apocalyptic horror film, but
it actually happened in the 14th century during a disease outbreak known as the Black Death.
2. DNA analysis of _____________________________________________ from this period has
revealed that both were caused by Yersinia pestis, the same bacterium that causes bubonic
plague today.
3. Modern instances of plague also tend to ________________________ ,or travel slowly, as they
are spread by rodent fleas.
4. For about 300 years during the High Middle Ages, a warmer climate and agricultural led to
explosive ____________________________________ throughout Europe.
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5. Most Europeans in the early 14th century experienced a steady decline in living standards,
marked by_______________________________________________________, leaving them
vulnerable to infection.
6.

The destruction caused by the Black Death changed humanity in two important ways.On
_____________________________ , the rapid loss of population led to important changes in
Europe's economic conditions. With more food to go around ( more land and better pay) people
began to eat better and live longer.

7. Higher living standards also brought an increase in social mobility, weakening feudalism, and
eventually leading to ______________________ .
8. But the plague also had an important ____________________ .The sudden death of so many of
the most frail and vulnerable people, left behind a population with a_______________
______________________________________ ,including genes that may have helped survivors
resist the disease.
9. Today, the threat of an epidemic on the scale of the Black Death has been
_____________________________ thanks to antibiotics. But the bubonic plague continues to
kill a few thousand people worldwide every year, and the recent emergence of a drug-resistant
strain threatens the return of darker times.
10. Learning more about the causes and effects of the Black Death is important, not just for
understanding how our world has been shaped by the past. It may also help save us from a
________________________________ in the future.

Task 3 Dark Ages – How Dark Were They, Really?

10p/ __

Watch the video on the you tube channel Crash Course on World History and fill in the gaps:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QV7CanyzhZg
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The period between ________________________________ is often called the
_____________________ in Europe because it came between the Roman Empire — assuming you
forget the Byzantines — and the beginning of the Modern Age. And it’s sometimes called the Dark Ages,
because it was purportedly ___________________.

But was the age really so dark? Depends on what you find depressing. If you
like____________________________________ , then the Dark Ages were indeed pretty dark in Europe.
But if like me your two favourite things are not dying from wars and not dying from anything else, then
the Dark Ages actually weren’t that bad — at least until ________________ came in the __________
century.

Medieval Europe had less _________, fewer cities, and less cultural output than the original Roman
Empire. London and Paris were _____________ with none of the planning of
_________________management of places 5,000 years older like Mohenjo-daro in the Indus Valley
Civilization, let alone ___________.

Task 4 Dark Ages – Questions

15p/__

Watch the video again on Crash Course and answer the questions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QV7CanyzhZg

1. What was the life expectancy for the Europeans living in Medieval Times?

2. What was the medieval political system based on?
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3. Why does the power tend to flow into the hands of local lords?

4. What is the other reason the Dark Ages are called "dark"?

5. Where did the Muslims expanded their homeland?

6. Why did Damascus became the capital?

7. When did the muslims overthrow the Umayyad's and who took over ?

8. What happened around 1000CE and for what reason?

9. What did Baghdad become during these years?

10. What was the standard medical textbook in both Europe and the Middle East?

11. What do we owe to the Abbasid Empire?

12. What did Cordoba become ?

13. How long did it take to build the Great Mosque at Cordoba?

14. How many people did the Tang Dynasty rule over?

15. What are the innovations he mentions in the medieval China?
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Task 5 Charlemagne and the Carolingian Renaissance

20p/__

Watch the video with subtitles and interactive transcript under the
Options button then answer shortly the following questions:

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/world-history/ancientmedieval/medieval/v/charlemagne-an-introduction

1. Who was Charlemagne or Charles the Great or Carolus Magnus?

2. When was Charlemagne crowned king and by whom?

3. Did the centre of power shifted and why?

4. What happened in the 5th century that made the Western Roman Empire fall apart?

5. Who were the people who invaded the lands that were part of the Roman Empire?

6. How did the Romans call the foreigners?

7. Where did the Franks settled in?

8. Which parts of Europe did the Lombards conquer?

9. What kind of leader was the Pope in the 9th century and years after?

10. Why was the Pope looking for help from the King of the Franks?

11. Who was the first Pope who asked for protection from Franks?

12. What was the result of Charlemagne’s success?
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13. What did the King get for his military protection?

14. Who are the three main figures ruling Europe these times?

15. What was surrounding all of these players in the East, in North Africa to the South,a nd
even in the majority of Spain?

16. Who was the Pope in 799?
17.
18. How did Charlemagne solve the problem and get Leo III established, legitimately, on the
throne of St. Peter's as Pope?

19. In St. Peter's Basilica on Christmas Day in the year 800 both of them got a good deal –
why?
20.
21. Where was that time the capital of the Empire?

22. What was the cultural and intellectual revival started by Charlemagne?

Task 6 Vikings – Trading and Raiding

19p / __

Watch the video in which John Green teaches you about Vikings!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wc5zUK2MKNY
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A. Find the definitions for the words related to the Vikings
1. Thor
2. raid
3. longship
4. runes
5. saga

B. Fill in the chart with the relevant information:

Homeland
Where did the
Vikings come from?
Eric the Red

Voyage
Why did
overseas?

they

Characteristics
go What were they like and why
do we think so?

9

Integration
Did they blend with
other cultures?

C. Which statements are true or false according to the video and give the correct information:
1. As it turns out, we actually know only a little about the Vikings.

2. The "Viking Age" was between 550 and 1000 C.E.
3. Much of what was written about the Vikings comes from the 13th century, after the Viking age.

4. People used sagas as relatively accurate historical documents, but now most historians
recognize them as historical facts.

5. Monasteries made good targets because they were a bit deserted, rich, and monks had no
military experience.

6. Vikings liked killing people or destroying towns.
7. The Vikings traded all sorts of things including bricks, concrete and other building materials and
also shower gel.

8. There is an exact similarity between Norse mythology and Greco Roman mythology, but that's
not really about Viking religion;
9. In the end when it comes to Viking religion, we have a lot of stories from after the Viking, but we
don't have a lot of knowledge about how they actually practiced and worshiped.

10. The success and influence of the Vikings was really the bloodshed and killing the people they
met during the raids.
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Task 7 Crusades

15p / __

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0zudTQelzI
A. Watch the video and answer the questions:
1. What is the reason why we cannot say that the Crusades
had been brought on by the lightning-fast rise of Islamic
empires?

2. What did a new group of Muslims do in the region?

3. When did the first official crusade begin and who started it?

4. What was the Pope’s hidden reason for the war?

.
5. Who were the first crusaders?

6. What was the reason of disorganization?

7. How it was possible for the small crusaders army to defeat the enemy?

8. What kind of people were living in those cities before?
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9. What did Alexius III promise the Crusaders for their help?

10. What happened in 1453?

B. Fill in the table below with relevant information about the cities and their role in the crusades:
Levant

Antioch

Venice
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Zara

Constantinople

Task 8 King Arthur and Merlin -

18p / __

Read the word document attached then do the exercises:

A. Retelling Chain Legends are stories that are based on a real person or event. Complete the chart
below with events from King Arthur: The Sword in the Stone. Then, indicate whether each event
is likely to be based on actual historic events or on the writer’s imagination. To do this, place a
check mark under events you think are based on real events.
EVENT 1

EVENT 2

EVENT 3

EVENT 4

EVENT 5

EVENT 6

EVENT 7

EVENT 8

EVENT 9

EVENT 10

EVENT 11

EVENT 12

EVENT 13

EVENT 14

EVENT 15

13

EVENT 16

EVENT 17

EVENT 18

EVENT 19

EVENT 20

EVENT 21

B. Latin and Anglo-Saxon Roots Match the Word Bank words with their roots.

1. congregation

a. integer, meaning “untouched” or “whole”

2. turbulent

b. congregatio, meaning “an assembling”

3. tournament

c. tourner, meaning “turn”

4. integrity

d. turba, meaning “crowd”

C. Answer each question below.
1. What agreement does King Uther make with Merlin in order to win the hand of Lady Igraine?

2. What scheme does Merlin come up with in order to reveal Britain’s new king?

3. Why do Sir Kay and Arthur go to London Town for Christmas Eve?
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4. Why does Arthur pull the sword out of the anvil and stone the first time? Why is that event so
important?

5. How do King Lot and King Urien feel about Arthur’s becoming king of all Britain?

Task 9 War of Roses and Game of Thrones

13p / __

Watch the video on TedEd !
http://ed.ted.com/lessons/the-wars-that-inspired-game-ofthrones-alex-gendler
Put the number of the sentences in the right places of the two
circles (See examples). Find the paired sentences which are true
for both.

(If you have not seen the series or you are interested in symbols and facts connecting the fantasy world
to our world, watch the following videos:
Le Monde https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKiMcRv5oAI
CivilizationEx - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ov1dgrig2Jk
War of Roses timeline:
http://internetshakespeare.uvic.ca/Library/SLT/history/the%20histories/kings1.html )
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Game War of
of
Roses
Thrones
2, 32...

5, 22-36,....

3,11 ...

1. It was invaded by ice zombies
2. It was terrorized by dragons
3.

it was shaken by a power struggle between two noble families

4. It involved a massive cast of characters
5.

All of them had complex motives and shifting loyalties

6. the death of King Edward III in 1377
7. Lancasters were fighting the Yorks
8. Edward's oldest son had died before his father (Edward the Black Prince)
9. his ten-year-old son, Richard II, succeeded to the throne ahead of Edward's three surviving sons.
10. Lancasters, descended from Edward's third son (John of Gaunt)
11. the Yorks, descended from his fourth son (Edmund, Duke of York)
12. Margaret of Anjou distrusted Richard of York, most of all and was increasingly sidelined by the
Queen
13. Lannisters were fighting against the Starks
14. Cersei did not like Ned Stark as advisor to the King
15. York had been the King's close advisor and loyal General
16. York's criticism of their inept handling of the war against France led to his exclusion from court and
transfer to Ireland.
17. Cersei Lannister was beautiful, ambitious, and ruthless in persecuting any threat to her power
16

18. York fled and raised an army once more.
19. York's head acquired a pike after he was killed in battle with the Queen's loyalists.
20. His young son took up the claim and was crowned Edward IV.
21. Margaret fled into exile with their reportedly cruel son, Edward of Westminster
22. On the eastern continent of Essos, the exiled children of House Targaryen, are plotting to return to
Westeros
23. Ned Stark was executed by the Queen and his head was put on a pike.
24. Stannis Baratheon did not recognize Goffrey as a King as he was born from an illegitimate relation.
25. Joffrey was spoiled, arrogant, cowardly, and sadistic famous for his cruelty.
26. Edward IV made a tragic political mistake by backing out of his arranged marriage with a French
Princess to secretly marry the widow of a minor Noble.
27. The secret marriage alienated his most powerful ally, the Earl of Warwick who allied with the
Lancasters
28. Warwick allied with the Lancasters
29. Robb married Talisa Maegyr a tragic mistake as he promised marriage to a Frey girl.
30. Edward's younger brother Richard III declared his nephews illegitimate due to their father's secret
marriage.
31. Roose Bolton was secretly plotting with Freys and Lannisters to kill Robb.
32. In the Dawn Age of Westeros, before the coming of man and the raising of castles and cities, there
were only the Children of the Forest.
33. Henry Tudor was a direct descendant of the first Duke of Lancaster, raised in exile after his father's
death in a previous rebellion.
34. Daenerys was living in exile gathering forces to get back to the iron throne.
35. Although the Targaryens once had dragons (that's how they conquered Westeros), Viserys and
Daenerys have nothing: they have to rely on the kindness of people.
36. He raised an army in France, he crossed the Channel in 1485 and quickly defeated Richard's forces.
37. The sworn brothers of the Night's Watch guard the Wall, a 300-mile-long colossal fortification of ice.
38. Henry VII joined the two roses, finally ending nearly a century of war.
39. Myrcella Baratheon is sent to Dorne, the southernmost kingdom in Westeros, where she will
presumably remain safe.
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Task 10 The middle ages – creative task

10p / __

Shoot a 2 minute video about one of these topics:
- King Arthur and the knights of the round table
- Robin Hood
- The theatre of Shakespeare
Evaluation criteria:
- complexity and production value of the video
- amount and quality of dialogue
- grammatical correctness and pronunciation
The finished video should be sent to verseny@abacusan.hu
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